SCHLACHTHAUSFREUND
QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY. SINCE 1949.

SCHLACHTHAUSFREUND GMBH was founded in 1949 and is a family business operating on an international level. We are premium manufacturers and suppliers of protective clothing and equipment for the food industry.

With our efficient structures and highly qualified employees, we are able to react quickly and effectively to international trends and new market requirements.

We were awarded globally recognised AEO certification in 2011, which means our products are given preferential treatment during customs procedures. As a result, our products find their way to the customers that bit quicker. We generate 75% of our total sales with exports to more than 100 countries around the world.

Everything in our product portfolio is subject to our stringent safety and quality checks. Upon request, we also require our suppliers and business partners to regularly provide us with up-to-date laboratory reports regarding product ingredients and the food safety of the raw materials used. The safety of our products is corroborated by the renowned SGS INSTITUT FRESENIUS.

As far as we are concerned, safety and quality also mean being a reliable partner for our customers: renowned rating agencies awarded us with top credit rating since many years.
UNCOMPROMISING SAFETY AND QUALITY.

We are premium manufacturers and suppliers of protective clothing and equipment for the food industry.

Drawing on our passion, energy and expertise, we develop, produce and market items that offer the utmost safety and unparalleled quality. Be it innovative products of our own, unusual special development requests or top-quality standard items, we uncompromisingly do everything we can to reliably offer our customers the best possible products.

In keeping with our family tradition, we regularly develop innovations for the market and optimise existing products. We aim to be one step ahead of the rest with our products. Many of our innovative product developments have become veritable classics.

In addition to the items we manufacture ourselves, we are proud to offer a wide array of high-quality products in the areas of protective clothing and food industry equipment. There are more than 1,000 items waiting to be discovered at www.schlachthausfreund.com or in our latest catalogue. Incidentally, we already boast a wide variety of detectable products in our product range.

- FOODSAFE
- FULFILS SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
- DETECTABLE
- CERTIFIED
- HEAT PROTECTION
- LOW-TEMPERATURE
- CUT-RESIST LEVEL
- CUSTOMISED ORDERS ON REQUEST
- OUR OWN MANUFACTURE
- CUT-RESISTANT
- STAB-RESISTANT
- CAT II

www.schlachthausfreund.com
WORK APRONS

As the market leader in Germany, one of the world’s leading manufacturers in this market, and the inventor of the classic butcher’s apron and the TPU apron, we are especially motivated to research innovative solutions and useful product innovations in the area of work aprons – and to also implement these solutions.

We produce our classic aprons and also aprons in accordance with our customers’ specifications using various materials, in various material thicknesses, in a variety of different colours and with a diverse array of fastening systems.

The globally renowned SGS INSTITUT FRESENIUS has tested our aprons and classified them as good. Our Rubber aprons even with the LFGB Certificate.

Every day, we look for modifications and intelligent solutions that will comply with and surpass hygiene and safety standards which are becoming stricter all the time. Aprons from the inventor of the butcher’s apron – the original from SCHLACHTHAUFREUND.
RUBBER APRONS
The Classic Butcher aprons with highest quality, dirt-resistant coating.

- LFGB certified
- Light material
- Polyester fabric coated on both sides with synthetic rubber
- Colours: □ □ □

- An inexpensive alternative
- Unbeatable price
- Colours: □

- Medium heavy material
- Polyester fabric coated on both sides with synthetic rubber
- Colours: □

- Heavy material
- Polyester fabric coated on both sides with synthetic rubber
- Colours: □

RUBBER APRONS (NBR)

TPU APRONS
Lightweight, comfortable aprons for perfect hygiene in the foodstuffs industry.
Only available from Schlachthausfreund: LEDOLIN® ANTIBAC. The new apron generation is actively antibacterial and fungicide.

- Smooth, pore-free surface
- Lightweight and comfortable
- Various thicknesses
- Colours: □ □ □ □ □ □ □

- Smooth, pore-free surface
- Actively antibacterial and fungicide
- Colours: □
TPU APRON / TPU SLEEVES / TPU GOWN

We developed our product line Ledolin® PUre to fulfill the most demanding hygiene requirements where no compromise is allowed. Also available in a detectable version (Metal or XRAY/Metal).

- Made from a single piece of material
- Available as light (LEDOLIN® PUre) and extra strong version (LEDOLIN® PUre PLUS)
- Extremely tearproof and elastic
- Permanently antibacterial and fungicidal without use of toxins
- Dirt-resistant, pore-free surface
- 100% waterproof
- Resistant to animal oils and fats, powerful cleaning agents and many acids and alkalis
- Also available in a fully detectable version (metal detectable and metal / X-Ray detectable)
- 100% recyclable
- Colours: □ □ □ □

PU APRON

- Polyester fabric coated on the outside with PU
- Extremely lightweight and comfortable
- Waterproof
- Machine washable
- Ideal for catering and shop areas
- Colours: □ □ □ □

PVC APRON

- Lightweight or heavy duty
- Stable polyester fabric coated with PVC on both sides
- Resistant to petrol, fats, oils and many acids and alkalis
- For the technical industry
- Colours: □ □ □

Specially developed for gastronomy, kitchen, sales, shop and service areas.

Ideal for the chemical and technical industries as well as outfitting cleaning personnel in the foodstuffs industry.
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WORK APRONS / STYLES

RUBBER APRON NECKBANDS/ EDGES

- CSS: adjustable and replaceable neckband made of hygienic apron material with plastic slide-and-snap buckles for quick adjustment. (also available with detectable clip-fastening)
- A: Fixed (riveted) neckband made of hygienic apron material.
- Edges: open or hemmed

TPU APRON NECKBANDS

- CSS: adjustable and replaceable neckband made of hygienic rubber apron material with plastic slide-and-snap buckles for quick adjustment. (also available with detectable clip-fastening)
- CSS: adjustable and replaceable neckband made of hygienic TPU apron material with plastic buckles for quick adjustment. (also available with detectable clip-fastening)
- A: Fixed (welded) neckband made of hygienic PU apron material.

TPU APRON RIVETS

- Stainless steel rivets
- PU rivets
- Without rivets

HARNESS FOR ALL APRONS

- Y-shaped harness with neck strain relief

WAIST FASTENINGS FOR ALL APRONS

1. Hygienic rubber apron material
2. Round elastic cord with metal hook
3. Polyester woven textile tie band
4. Round elastic cord with plastic hook
4a. Round elastic cord with detectable plastic hook
4b. Fully detectable closure with hook
5. Plastic chain with hook closure
6. Hygienic rubber apron material with plastic hook
7. TPU tie bands, welded or knotted (no image)
CHAIN MESH ARTICLES AND ACCESSORIES

SCHLACHTHAUSFREUND’s STAHLNETZ® products comply with all the latest CE norms and are, of course, approved for use in the food industry. We were one of the first manufacturers to have our chain mesh items tested and certified in accordance with the latest CE norm EN 14328 and also have our chain mesh aprons certified in accordance with EN ISO 13998. Our products are entirely developed and manufactured in Germany and comply with the very latest hygiene and safety requirements. Our chain mesh items are used in a wide array of areas:

- Meat processing industry
- Fish industry
- Poultry processing
- Food service industry and industrial kitchens
- Automotive industry
- Textile industry
- Leather processing
- Forestry work
- Hunting
- Oyster gloves

We are happy to make our chain mesh into special items made in accordance with your specifications, such as impenetrable inlays for protective vests, mail shirts, decor items and much more. And it goes without saying that we also offer a fast and effective repair service for all the chain mesh items we produce.

You’re always safe with STAHLNETZ® chain mesh items!
STAHNTEX® CHAIN MESH ARTICLES AND ACCESSORIES

PROTEC®
- With replaceable PU closing band
- EN 1082-1 certified
- With / without 8 cm, 15 cm or 20 cm cuff
- Reversible
- Available as detectable version

RAPTOR
- Patented self-adjusting spring fastener
- 100 % stainless steel
- EN 1082-1, EN 1811 and EN 14328 certified
- With / without 20 cm cuff
- Reversible

FALCON
- Patented intelligent Hook Closing System
- 100 % stainless steel
- EN 1082-1, EN 1811 and EN 14328 certified
- With / without 8 cm, 15 cm or 20 cm cuff
- Reversible
- Available as detectable version

STANDARD
- With welded nylon wristband
- Press stud fastener
- EN 1082-1 certified
- With / without 8 cm, 15 cm or 20 cm cuff
- Reversible

3-FINGER GLOVE
- For the textile industry
- Reversible

FULL-ARM GLOVE
- For extra protection of the shoulder region

CAT II

EN 1082-1, EN 1811, EN 14328 certified

With replaceable PU closing band

With welded nylon wristband
STAHLENZ® CHAIN MESH ARTICLES AND ACCESSORIES

APRONS
- Extra light with maximum protection
- With hygienic TPU straps
- CE EN 13998

BOLEROS
- Extra light with maximum protection
- With hygienic TPU straps
- CE EN 13998

METAL MESH / MIDDLE AGES
- All styles of clothing or furnishing / decoration items from our stainless steel chain mesh (individually welded rings)
- Custom-made products on request
- Safety Clothing for military, police and security

REPAIR SERVICE
- We repair all makes of chain mesh gloves and aprons
- Fast and cheap
- Saves money and protects the environment

GLOVE TIGHTENERS / FINGERFIX
- Balances out differences in safety glove sizes
- Protects the glove and the knife blade
- More flexible and longer lasting than competitor products
- Also available in a fully detectable version (metal detectable and metal / X-Ray detectable)
- Colours:

- Made from hygienic, elastic PU foil
- Patented shape, protected design
- For better-fitting stab-resistant chainmesh gloves
- Can help to even out possible size/half-size differences
- Also available in a fully detectable version (metal detectable and metal / X-Ray detectable)
- Colours:
SCHLACHTHAUSFREUND offers a wide array of cut-resistant gloves. All of our gloves are tested and certified in accordance with CE EN 388:2016 and comfortably surpass the requirements for the maximum cut resistance level, Level F. We supply our Cutguard® cut-resistant gloves in the following versions, in order to cater for all the different possible uses:

- various materials
- various gauges
- various colours
- with or without a stainless steel core
- with reinforced fingertips

Our portfolio of gloves ranges from lightweight, touch-sensitive, cut-resistant gloves for the cutting hand to heavy, cut-resistant gloves worn on the hand holding the material being cut.

Our cut-resistant gloves are machine-washable at high temperatures and have been specially developed for and are approved for use in the food industry.

All of our Cutguard® cut-resistant gloves come in a variety of sizes and are colour-coded in the same way as our chain mesh gloves.
CUTGUARD® CUT-RESISTANT GLOVES

CUTGUARD® / SLEEVE
- 13 -gauge
- Unbeatable touch sensitivity
- With reinforced fingertips
- Available in a detectable version
- Machine washable up to 85 °C
- ANSI A6 / EN388:2016 / 3X4XF

CUTGUARD® / SLEEVE
- 10 -gauge
- Very good touch sensitivity
- Machine washable up to 85 °C
- ANSI A6 / EN388:2016 / 3X4XF

CUTGUARD®
- 13 -gauge
- With a stainless-steel core
- Unbeatable touch sensitivity
- Fiberglass-free
- With reinforced fingertips
- Extra-long cuff for increased protection
- Available in a detectable version
- ANSI A7 | EN388:2016 | 3X4XF | TDM 43,8 N

CUTGUARD®
- 10 -gauge
- Extra long cuff for increased protection
- With a stainless-steel core
- Fiberglass-free
- ANSI A7 | EN388:2016 | 3X4XF | TDM 45,4 N
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CUTGUARD® CUT-RESISTANT GLOVES

CUTGUARD® Use:
- 7 - gauge
- Best comfort, also for the knife holding hand
- With a stainless-steel core
- Fiberglass-free
- Colour blue: for better visible detectability
- ANSI A9 | EN388:2016 | 4544F | TDM 74.3 N

CUTGUARD® Palms:
- Thermal protection and cut-resistant in one product
- Extra heavy and robust design
- With a stainless-steel core
- Fiberglass-free
- Machine washable up to 85 °C
- ANSI A6 | EN388:2016 | 2X4XF

CUTGUARD® Heat:
- Certified Protection against extreme heat up to 500°C
- Usable as grilling, baking and oven gloves
- EN388:2016 244XC | EN 407 43XXXX

- 10 - gauge
- Best comfort, also for the knife holding hand
- With a stainless-steel core
- Fiberglass-free
- Colour: blue: for better visible detectability
- ANSI A9 | EN388:2016 | 4544F | TDM 74.3 N
KNIFE SHEATHS AND SCABBARDS

SCHLACHTHAUSFREUND was the first manufacturer of knife sheaths made of hygienic plastic and apron material for the food industry. We are the global market leader in the area of knife sheaths for the food industry. We offer a wide array of sheath / scabbard shapes and sizes, making it possible to store and secure all sorts of different knives and tools made by any manufacturer. Our products are easy to clean, practical, safe and long lasting. We can therefore always identify the right knife sheath to suit your requirements.
KNIFE SHEATHS AND SCABBARDS

PLASTIKA®

- Durable, long lifespan
- For up to four knives
- Sterilisable and easy to clean
- Made of durable, hygienic special plastic
- With removable sections that can be dismantled
- Available with belt and steel strap

FLAT SCABBARDS

- Durable, long lifespan
- For two to three knives (long or extra long), or three to four knives
- Made of durable, hygienic special plastic
- Can be taken apart – easy to clean
- Available with belt and steel strap

KNIFE SCABBARDS

- Durable, long lifespan
- For one knife
- Sterilisable and easy to clean
- Made of durable, hygienic special plastic
- Available with belt and steel strap
VARIETY AT ITS BEST.

In addition to the items we manufacture ourselves, we are proud to offer a wide array of high-quality products in the areas of protective clothing and food industry equipment. There are more than 1,000 items waiting to be discovered at www.schlachthausfreund.com or in our latest catalogue. Incidentally, we already boast a wide variety of detectable products in our product range.
UNSER HAUPTKATALOG ZUM DOWNLOAD:

Finden Sie hier unser komplettes Produktprogramm, sowie weitere Informationen zu unseren Angeboten.

DOWNLOAD OUR MAIN CATALOGUE:

Here you can find our complete product range as well as further information about our products.